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Abstract

Smart education in the information window, type talent in modern society is changing as talented smart shoes, smart automation creative talent through education, training can be called education revolution. In other words, the advent of smart devices, such as knowledge and information and to actively growing individual customized training paradigm change in the way education and training to reflect this approach. Therefore, in this paper, a smart learning environment based technologies for implementing the system was designed to be the next generation of cloud computing and N screen-based smart education system was studied. From this, educational functions and features in a smart media environment, based on the analysis of the utilization of a smart education system, which maximizes the system design were studied.
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1. Introduction

The 21st century, used the smart TV, smart phone etc can be said the smart era. Especially, IT convergence and other industries, the development of a ubiquitous technology areas and creates new value by combining the national level, the new growth engines and has been linked to job creation.

The convergence of IT in the field of education and has been trying since a long time ago. From the late 1990s to the Internet and multimedia content that can be used in class system was built. Also, IT-Education convergence with the education to overcome the limits of innovation has been used as a tool\textsuperscript{[1-3]}.

Thus, in line with rapidly evolving digital age, smart education in the field of education has been increasing interest. Smart education can be called knowledge information such as the advent of smart devices and an
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increasingly proactive individual customized education paradigm change in the way education and training to reflect this approach.

Smart education in the information window, type talent in modern society is changing as talented smart shoes, smart automation creative talent through education, training can be called education revolution[2,3].

Studies on smart education based on the principles of smart education design smart learning teaching and learning model can be designed. Also, smart learning teaching and learning proposed strategy. These studies going through smart education and the environment are being embodied with traditional teaching methods are increasingly differentiated.

[Fig. 1] Changes in the education system

The government to strengthen national competitiveness by 2015, with a budget of 2.3 trillion won by putting a smart strategy for promoting educational environment is built. This futuristic nurture talent in the digital age with a new training method is in the process of revolutionary smart education. The government announced the future school plan, Smart education. And it has increased investment to install digitalized learning environments in schools with advanced technologies.

Therefore, to meet the digital age paradigm of education research on smart education system is needed. Also, the smart education system to be equipped with integrated technology components and design is required.

From this, in this paper, a smart education environment based technologies for implementing the system was designed to be the next generation of smart education system was studied cloud computing and N-screen. In particular, the development of a smart education system, a variety of technologies and services, depending on the type of service the target, depending on what it is desirable to take appropriate measures. Thus, the introduction of cloud computing and the next generation of smart N-Screen service is important to design an education system.

2. Theory Background

2.1 Smart Education

Smart education in the meaning of SMART ante brilliant, witty, etc. are used interchangeably. Smart education is not smart device education, but rather an educational paradigm shift for digital natives. Teachers cannot imagine what our future will be like after 30 years, so they have to study 21st century skills and know how to apply them to their traditional classroom with ICT.

SMART education is the abbreviation for Self-directed, Motivated, Adaptive, Resource enriched, and Technologies embedded. By 2015, all students will be able to access cloud-based educational services via wireless Internet in school and utilize the learning materials whenever and wherever they want. And the government provides good opportunities for leading teachers to further develop their skills[4,5].

(1) S(Self-Directed) : Self-directed learning

Knowledge of the role of students in the audience turned to the producer and teacher assistant in the forwarder as is changing. In other words, it requires the student to select the content itself will be the subject of study.

(2) M(Motivated) : Interest

Experience of structured knowledge-based knowledge-based teaching and learning methods that can be reconfigured to emphasize creative problem solving and an interesting learning content utilization is avoided.

(3) A(Adaptive) : Level and aptitude

Education system, the emphasis is on flexibility and individual aptitudes and preferences and future career for personalized learning in conjunction with the school to
deliver large quantities of standardized knowledge in place to support individualized learning is to switch into place.

(4) R(Resource Enriched) : Wealth of information
Types of computer education services, cloud-based public agencies, private companies and individuals developed freely to take advantage of rich content and educating through social networking, co-learning resources is to expand the use and collaborative learning.

(5) T(Technologies Embedded) : IT utilization
Information technology can be anywhere you want to learn the teaching methods that ensure maximum variety learning option is to build an educational environment [6-7].

![Fig. 2] Component of SMART education

As a result, the next generation of Smart Education is an essential element of the education system. Therefore, a system based on smart education system design is required. In this paper, we analyze the theoretical background of smart educational cloud computing and applying the N-Screen service training system was studied.

2.2 Cloud Computing and N-screen
Cloud computing on the network that you use to upload programs or materials, if necessary, so that you can use anytime, anywhere to find a service that means. Cloud computing is a term without a commonly accepted unequivocal scientific or technical definition. In science, cloud computing is a synonym for distributed computing over a network and means the ability to run a program on many connected computers at the same time. The phrase is also, more commonly used to refer to network-based services which appear to be provided by real server hardware, which in fact are served up by virtual hardware, simulated by software running on one or more real machines. Such virtual servers do not physically exist and can therefore be moved around and scaled up (or down) on the fly without affecting the end user - arguably, rather like a cloud.

Cloud computing relies on sharing of resources to achieve coherence and economies of scale similar to a utility (like the electricity grid) over a network. At the foundation of cloud computing is the broader concept of converged infrastructure and shared services[8,9].

In the past, such as an external disk or memory to an external storage device to save data or information out there without the advent of cloud storage for file creation and change is happening[10].

![Fig. 3] Cloud computing environment

N-screen for the mathematically can go any number of means of N and screen is a combination of a compound. More specifically, the output device accessible by using a single number that can be output on the screen. N-screen CPNT (Contents, Platform, Network, Terminal) which are separated by more advanced industrial systems on smart systems and content sharing anytime, anywhere can run a multi-seamless resume possible means user-centric services. Referred to as N-screen before the Web, mobile, TV as a limited connection between the three-screen was sometimes called. Linkage between the evolution of smart devices as
the devices and run service for users to easily share their technical specifications are being made.

DLNA devices in the home network connection between the user and can be done more easily as the industry standard smart TV, smart phones, tablets, laptops, audio equipment or as an essential factor has been applied[11-13].

![Component of N-screen service](image1)

3. Design of SMART Education System

Using cloud services, text, images, video editing, and sharing aspects of teaching and learning in the classroom teacher to plan, prepare, execute, organize, evaluate at each stage will be used properly to be utilized when and how much worry about whether and analysis is needed. Available only to a particular terminal server, not the one in the group to take advantage of free digital textbook service. Students can carry it willingly, or with minimum specifications, such as Web access device, only a single server at the university built a digital textbook learning can take place so that all will pursue. Smart Pad, as well as the smaller capacity through smartphones content freely available digital textbooks[15,16].

![SMART education devices and environment](image2)

Education system, the need for digital cloud is as follows. First, the 21st century learner empowerment as a support system for the intelligent personalized teaching and learning curriculum, teaching methods, assessment is made, including the educational environment of innovation. Second, the information technology (IT) industry, according to the development of society, formed in the past uniform, standardized training approach selectively, tailored training approach by switching to self or can create an environment to grow with education is possible. Third, the offline book form and overcome the limitations of textbooks, classroom improvements and customized curriculum for students by developing and applying digital textbooks are available. Fourth, information technology anytime, anywhere you want to learn, and learning lessons various selection method that ensures the maximum designed a new paradigm of education welfare settlement is achieved. Fifth, cloud based educational services public agencies, private sector and individuals developed freely to take advantage of rich content, training, and collective intelligence, social learning, and utilizing the common use of learning resources and collaborative learning can be established.

Fig. 6 through mobile devices and cloud computing based education system is designed, separated by field.
N-screen based smart education system was operating at the university of leveraging existing e-Learning system or through a cross-platform implementation of the new education system should be considered. E-learning systems that leverage existing e-Learning system without a separate education services in a variety of smart devices should be conducted. In addition, the cross-platform education system through the N-Screen for the same content, without making any additional smart phone, smart pad, PC, smart TV and a variety of N-Screen smart machine-to-machine must be provided[15-17].

As a result, cloud computing, N-screen-based technology smart linkage between education service delivery, technology, integration is required. Through this education at the university of smart infrastructure and create educational content and smart open-market education system has been designed according to the standard platform.

As a result, the educational environment for building smart systems management system is an important design techniques, personalization, content adaptation and interoperability of agents is learning.

Learning management system running on a smart training and learning content management system that receives and stores the results of the training is to manage the execution. Course content distribution managers, user role assignments, lectures, and manage. The learning environment tree learning engine, content management, and learning to manage the properties and conditions. Learning player behavior tree, the environment tree, the learner receives content tailored to manage reconstruction.

The learner to personalize learning to select appropriate learning progress through personalized means. To do this, students must be able to support the personalized learning, personalized learning, and the learner's learning ability, learning orientation, learning is possible by analyzing the situation.

Content adaptation is a characteristic of a smart education learning is done in a variety of environments suitable for the environment means learning to adapt. In other words, talking about the environment various terminal technology, customized content adaptation, including information about your experience to express the user's environment, information technology and analysis technology, use technology that is appropriate for your environment consists of organizing content.
Finally, the learning agent as well as a variety of different kinds of collaborative learning support functions required to support the technology. In other words, support for collaborative learning in a variety of smart devices and store the results of collaborative learning, or to be able to sync with the server running technology.

![Fig. 9] SMART education system configuration based on N-screen and Cloud

4. Conclusion

Through technologies, classroom activities can be extended to the real world. In the past, students’ seeing, hearing, and feeling were limited to only the classroom. But now, students can go beyond their classroom by using mobile devices as hardware, virtual reality as software, and the Internet as services. And students communicate, exchange information and progress through collaborative learning projects with colleagues around the world.

In this paper, a smart learning environment based technologies for implementing the system was designed to be the next generation of cloud computing and N-screen based smart education system was studied. From this, educational functions and features in a smart media environment, based on the analysis of the utilization of a smart education system, which maximizes the system design were studied.

As a result, cloud computing, N-screen based technology smart linkage between education service delivery, technology, integration is required. Through this education at the university of smart infrastructure and create educational content and smart open-market education system has been designed according to the standard platform.
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